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October
22 Elders Committee, 7pm, OCF office, 

442 Lawrence St., Eugene

November
9 Board of Directors Meeting, 7 pm, 

Central Presbyterian Church, Eugene
9 Fair FaMiLy NEwS DEaDLiNE
11 Craft Committee Meeting, 6 pm, 

OCF office, 442 Lawrence St., Eugene

December
7  Board of Directors Meeting, 7 pm, 

EwEB Community room, Eugene
7  Fair Family News deadline
9  Craft Committee meeting, 6 pm, 

OCF office

Cynde “Screech” Leathers
Mary “Black Slime” Doyon

Brad “Mummy Berry” Lerch
Michael “Festering” Ottenhausen

Niki “Severed Head “ Harris
Joseph “Earwax” Newton
Suzi “Ooze” Prozanski
norma “splattered” sax

Dan “Moan“ Cohn

And The Winners Are....
Elected to a 2-year term on the OCF 
Board of Directors were:

Lara Howe•	
Paxton Hoag•	
Katie Cousins•	
Deane Morrow•	
Lawrence Taylor•	
Jon Pincus (alternate)•	

Keep your eyes open for  a full election 
report in the November FFN.

Actual Board Motion 
Establishes Elders Group

by the Elders Committee

in recent years there has been some confusion 
concerning the motion’s wording that established 
the Elder’s Group, so here is the final amended 
motion that was approved on June 30th, 2002 and 
is what is currently in effect. it is hoped that by 
republishing this motion’s wording everyone will 
be on the same page regarding it.

Any Fair participant who has served the fair as 
staff, booth member and/or entertainer for at least 
20 years and who is over the age of 55 is eligible for 
Elder Status.

Elder confers the eligibility to Earn or Purchase 
a camping pass to the Oregon Country Fair every 
year.

Elder Status does not exempt anyone from following 
the guidelines and the Code of Conduct of the Oregon 
Country Fair.

The Board of Directors requests that the Elders 
Committee return to the Board with further proposals 
for implementing this policy.

Missing and Hopefully  
Just Misplaced!

On Sunday, the infamous Mud Day at this 
year’s Fair, an early year’s Fair site map was 
removed from the wall of the Still Living room 
and hopefully put some place safe to protect it 
from the weather.  However, when an inventory 
of items from that site was taken, it could not be 
located. This document was loaned by a private 
party to be displayed in the Still Living room 
who would like to get it back. if anyone knows 
this item’s where-abouts please notify the Elders 
Committee and or leave word with the OCF 
office staff.

alice Stroud .........................Pre-Post Security 
amy Fehrenbacher ..............4a 
angie west ...........................Green Thumb Flowers 
Beverly Sheets ......................Pre-Post Security 
Brent reindel .......................recycling 
Charlie LeFevre ...................Green Thumb Crew 
Cindy K. Chambers .............Community Village 
Claudia Swan .......................Office-Site 
Colleen Paull ........................Sno-cone cart 
Debbie Snyder .....................white Bird 
Don Kerr ...............................Lot Crew 
Edna Peach ...........................Michelson registration 
Eric Flocchini .......................Lot Crew 
Frank Head ..........................Lot Crew 
Fyona Dow ...........................Booth #465 
Gunther Mueller ..................Security 
Heather Baker ......................Pre-Post Security 
Heather Bouher ...................registration 
Jeanne  Sharpy .....................Poster Committee 
Jen-Lin Hodgden .................Community Village 
Jennifer rason ......................Pre-Post Security
Jerome Garger ......................Security 
John Doscher ........................Far Side Security 
Justin Honea .........................registration 
Kathy Broom ........................registration 
Katie Cousins .......................QM, Board Member 
Kristen Brandt ......................Security 
Lowell Epstein .....................white Bird 
Lynda Nelson .......................Main Camp Security 
Lynne Bernhardt ..................Lot Crew 
Matti Tabor ...........................registration 
Nicholas Loiacono ...............Traffic 
Noah woodward .................Pizza Company Booth 
Sandy Gonzalez ...................Energy Park 
Stephanie Vincent ................Crafter 
Stephen Bailey .....................recycling 
Susan Brown ........................admissions 
Susie Goldsmith ..................Far Side 
Tracy Mishley .......................Green Thumb Flowers 
Valeria Mainwald ................registration 

Happy Birthday to Our
Fair Family Scorpios

This newsletter is directed 
to the Oregon Country Fair 
Family and all material is 
volunteered from the mem-
bership.

Opinions expressed here 
are those of the authors and 
do not necessarily reflect 
the policies of the Fair or 
the FFN.

Letters must be limited 
to 300 words. They will be 
edited for length and clarity. 
Please include name, Fair 
Affiliation and a method of 
communication (i.e. phone 
number or e-mail).

Family Letters

FFN Horrors

Some of you may still not be on the lists of 
your choice, namely, the mailing list that will 
get you this newsletter every month and/or 
the membership list so you can vote!!!! So, 
check some of the following and mail to: OCF, 
Membership/Mailing, 442 Lawrence Street, 
Eugene, 97401.

[ ] I am not receiving the Fair Family News. 
Please put me on the mailing list.
[ ] I do not know if I am on the membership 
list. Please verify my name and send me a 
membership application if I am NOT on the 
list.

I am with (Crew or Booth):

Crew/Booth #:
Crew Leader/Booth Rep:

Who can verify my participation:

My name:

Email address:

Mailing address:

[ ] This is a new mailing address.
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10/22    The Devil Makes Three
10/23    Ghostface Killah (of wu-Tang)
10/24    MC Chris / whole wheat Bread
11/6      aerodrone / Of Mountains
11/9      immortal Technique / Diabolic
11/12    Mission of Burma
11/13    Sleepytime Gorilla Museum
11/14    Electric Six / The Gay Blades
11/15    Built To Spill / Disco Doom
11/18    Hot Buttered rum
11/19    Cherry Poppin’ Daddies

recently Unclassified Material
     
we accept UnClassifieds up to 30 words for $5 each, per 

issue. Send listing with $5 to O.C.F.-F.F.N. 442 Lawrence 
St. Eugene, Or 97401.  Questions, or for information 
about display underwriting Email bradlerch@aol.com 
or call Brad @ 541- 485-8265 (UnClassifieds not paid for 
by layout won’t run) 

Got Land?  we seek rural Oregon land on which to hold 
our annual adult summer camp (multi-days in august). 
we explore personal growth  & community.  we need 
minimal facilities. cedarstar7@live.com.

For rent: rV space with full hook-ups on private, for-
ested, 5 acre property with DSL and hot tub.  250 yards 
from the Fair on Suttle road. Or, rent our little house on 
the same property.  available November 2009 -april 2010. 
.  Contact hkm2@earthlink.net  or 541-935-4313

English double decker bus. ‘65, Original seating with 
rebuilt diesel engine. See at Zilkoski auto Elec. One 
block N OF 3912 Main, at 200 N 39th, Springfield.  after 
viewing email  TyNDa@aOL.COM

Port of Siuslaw 
RV Campground 

along the river,  
open year round, 

105 sites,  WiFi, 
sport and commercial marina, 

walk to Old Town Florence, 
one hour from the Fair site,

only minutes to the beach & dunes.  

541-997-3040
http://portofsiuslaw.com

 

 

SAVE … 
(typically one
third) on quality
prescription eyewear from a
certified dispensing optician

CHOOSE … from a great selec
tion of designer and other frames 
 

SUPPORT ... non profit,
community based services for
people with severe mental illness

Established  in 1994 

EVERGREEN
E Y E W E A R

At Laurel Hill Center
2145 Centennial Plaza, Eugene
342 2020  www.laurel.org

(please bring your eyewear prescription)

Buy a game at the Fair in booth L74  
or order one at flowercandles.com. 

OCF Elders Info
   OCF Elders Committee Web Page:
       www.ocfelderscouncil.org/ocfecommittee/ocfec.html
   Council of Elders Web Site:
       http://www.ocfelderscouncil.org/index.html
   To join the Elder listserve:
      WonderfulOCFElders-owner@yahoogroups.com
   eMail Elders:  ocfelders@hotmail.com or PHONE OCF office.
   OCF Fair Family Wiki:
      http://wholecountryfair.pbwiki.com/FrontPage
   OCF Fair Family Listserve:
      org.opn.lists.ocfdiscuss@lists.opn.org

541-740-4533 PO box 266   
Brownsville, Or.  97327 

Deane Morrow Ceiling Tile 

CCB# 39860 

deanemorrow@yahoo.com 
El Roacho   booth L86 

Suspended Acoustical Tile Ceilings 
 

 

10% off
with this 

ad

Eclectic Healing 
Shop

 50 E. 25th Ave. Eugene,Or.                   541-334-5025

Healing Jewelery
Healing Crystals

Healing SaltBooks

Healing Tools

Unique and Potent
     Herbal Teas       Tonics       Tinctures       Elixirs   

full line of Herbal Junction products

The Founding of the Oregon Country Fair

C h e c k  o n l i n e  s c h e d u l e  f o r  t a l k s  &  b o o k  s i g n i n g s

o n l i n e :  w w w. s u z i p r o . c o m
i n  E u g e n e :  Ts u n a m i  B o o k s
     B l a c k  S u n  B o o k s
i n  C o t t a g e  G r o v e :  K a l a p u y a  B o o k s

400 fun pages of Fair & community history 
plus color photos, notes, & more
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Thinking of the Future
by Path Planning

as i sit here in the glow of this year’s Fair, i am 
once again feeling the overwhelming need to express 
my gratitude to everyone and thing that makes US 
possible from year to year. From volunteer to paid staff, 
entertainer to our ticket buying guests, from painted 
bellies to smiling children, you leave me without words 
big enough to express what my overflowing heart is 
feeling. in the most simple of terms, Thank you!

as to my fellow recyclers, my eyes well up, there is 
a lump in my throat, and the pride i am feeling makes 
me shake as i type. you are the most incredible, diverse, 
intelligent, dedicated, loving, selfless, talented, burly, 
beautiful, gracious, fun, inspiring, gift to this world 
that i’ve ever had the pleasure to sweat beside. Through 
thick and thin, smelly and slimy, sunshine or thundershower, your ever 
positive, can-do attitude made this year’s Fair one of the best ever.

when the rain came during Sunday morning’s shift and you finished the 
shift anyway, all i could hope was that the rain would stop so you could 
enjoy the rest of what had been a fabulous Fair. But, the rain didn’t stop, 
neither did the thunder and lightning. The Fair became a treacherous mud 
pit from stem to stern, yet those recyclers scheduled for afternoon donned 
lovely costumes and completed their shift as scheduled. all came back 
covered in mud with Cheshire cat grins and tales of their adventures that 
made me laugh and love you all the more.

The rain continued into the night. My sleep was haunted by a nightmare 
of waking to see only three tents in camp. i couldn’t blame anyone for 
leaving. Nothing stayed dry. i camped a few people in the Hub yurt 
late Sunday night, as their beds had become lakes. i unzipped my tent 

and stepped out into the reality of Monday morning 
and looked around. My heart leaped from my chest, 
embracing every last recycler, as no one had left at all. 
Our crew was still in one piece. wet, but in one piece.

The morning meeting went well considering i had to 
report that the only truck moving would be Outlying and 
we were directed to not let it leave the gravel road. Last 
time it rained, which wasn’t nearly as much, our trucks 
became more dangerous than helpful as well as getting 
stuck as much if not worse than all the other vehicles 
spinning about in the Eight. with the aid of Peach carts, 
Buffalo’s super re-built quad tire hand trucks, plastic 
sacks, our backs and shear will, recycling managed to 
pull almost a day’s worth of material back to the dock 

and process it. we tried our best to stay out of the way of Site Crew, 
Management and awesome volunteers – including someone with a mule 
–  helping folks get off-site.

The days that followed were nothing short of inspiring with a final 
cry of “Game over, well played,” at around 3pm on wednesday. who 
would have thought that even in the face of such fuggly weather and 
site conditions recycling could still be done on wednesday (well done 
in a sense that we need 120 rain fatigued volunteers on-site to finish up 
what’s left)?

Me — that’s who. you’ll never convince me that the impossible isn’t 
possible because i know thousands of people that’ll prove your ass wrong 
in the blink of an eye. 

Cheers to all and Happy Birthday OCF (we turned 40 together this 
year).

The Fair will need to develop new path space to replace booth 
sites lost to river erosion, to alleviate crowding on East 13th and 
to create exciting new venues for entertainment, education and 
participation. There are no defined plans to develop either Crafts 
Lot or Gypsy Park area; however now is the time to study and 
design.

if you “live” in either of these neighborhoods, it would be 
really helpful to know about your current camping patterns and 
subsequent use of these areas during the Fair. For example, can 
you let us know:

How many people in your camp? Camping vehicles?
is your camp primarily a crew, booth or entertainer-presenter 

based camp?
was your camp placed in its current camp location by the Fair 

operation function or was it self-selected?
  if your camp were to move, would the campers need to move 

as a group or could they appropriately be dispersed?   
How do you utilize this area during the Fair?
we appreciate your time.
Contact the committee by email  at  pathplanning@

oregoncountryfair.org. if you want to get the meeting minutes, 
sign up for Friends of Path Planning at www.ocfsite.org/lists. 

we will be having design workshops this winter that will be 
announced in the upcoming board minutes.

  
The other is the Gypsy Park and surrounds.

 
 One area is the Craft Lot and surrounds.

You’re invited!
Be a part of the change.

Path planning seeks your ideas, feelings and information.

Currently we are studying two areas for possible new uses.

Rallying Recyclers Deserve Our Thanks
by Lara Howe, OCF Recycling Co-Coordinator
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willakenzie.
For the 1975 Oregon Country renaissance Faire, Toby and Oney 

built a mobile food cart so they could sell the carob clusters as a frozen 
treat. “it was unbelievably difficult,” Toby says. “They were very popular, 
but they were really a nighttime item, so we had to stay up late. it’s just 
hard to do a cart because you have no place really to store your stuff. 
it was pretty labor-intensive. So we did that for a year and we did fine, 
but it was just too exhausting!” Making it even more difficult, Toby was 
eight-months pregnant with their second son, Olem.

after Olem was born, the alveses bought property from a friend 
near whiteaker Elementary School. They parked their bus on the land 
and continued to live in it while Oney converted one room of the shack 
on the property into a commercially licensed kitchen. “That’s where 
we made our carob clusters,” Toby says, “and that’s how we got that 
little business going.”

The clusters proved so popular that Fred Meyer came calling, 
asking for enough candy to stock all the stores in the huge Northwest 
chain. “But to do that, we’d have to do a lot of big changes,” Toby says. 
“So we decided to put an ad in the paper for one week to try to sell 

the business. if it didn’t sell, then we’d make the big 
plunge. we’d try to borrow some money and do the 
Fred Meyer thing. Believe it or not, within one week 
we got a call from two attorneys and two nurses, two 
different couples. ... They bought our business for 20 
grand. it was just uncanny because in those days, that 
was a lot of money.”

Meantime, Oney and Toby, who were strict 
vegetarians, discovered that their younger son, Olem, 
had a number of food allergies. “He couldn’t eat dairy 
products or peanut butter or wheat or nuts,” Toby 
recalls. “it was a nightmare for a vegetarian. So that’s 
pretty much how i got involved with tofu. i just started 
experimenting. i’ve always been the kind of cook that 
never followed recipes, just kind of looked at a recipe 
and got a guideline and went from there. So that’s how 
i developed the Tofu Tia. i started putting different 

Toby Alves, propri-
etor of the Tofu Palace 
food booth and the creator 
of Toby’s Gourmet Spread 
(formerly known as Toby’s 
Tofu Paté) has introduced 
thousands of health-con-
scious customers to tofu’s 
tasty side. What started 
as a mom’s interest in 
providing delicious and 
healthful vegetarian food 
to her kids has ended up 
as a successful family 
business. Toby’s Family 
Foods now sells gourmet 
tofu spread, salad dress-
ings, and Genesis Organic 
Juice all over the Western 
United States. Closer to 
home, Toby and her family 
run popular food booths 
at the Saturday Market 
and Oregon Country Fair 
that continue to spread the 
word about Toby’s tasty 
tofu products.

Toby alves first heard 
of the Oregon renaissance 
Faire when she participated in the Old Oregon Christmas Fair in Eugene 
in 1973. “i was living up (the McKenzie) river,” Toby says, in a converted 
school bus with her then-husband, Onesmo “Oney” alves, and their 
3-year-old son, Jonah. 

in those days, crafters often converted vehicles into homes to live 
in as they traveled around the country. “we had lived in various ve-
hicles, but the school bus was the final one,” she says. Oney and Toby 
had modified the bus by removing the seats and creating a living quar-
ters and small kitchen area inside, complete with wood stove, upright 
cabinets and sink. They raised the roof to create ample standing room, 
and built a bed bunk above the driver’s seat. They painted the outside 
of the bus brown and trimmed it in cedar shakes, and lined the inside 
walls with wood, giving it a comfortable, homey look.

Toby and Oney joined a group of like-minded nomads traveling 
the country and ended up in the McKenzie river area. “we had a busi-
ness in our bus called The Cook Stove,” Toby says. They coated nuts and 
seeds in soy sauce, then roasted small batches on the wood stove.

 They found the Old Oregon Christmas Fair to be a great venue 
to sell their tasty, protein-packed snacks. The Fair was 
coordinated by Bill and Cindy wooten, and their friend 
Sandra Bauer, community activists who also coordi-
nated the Oregon renaissance Faires. Cindy wooten 
told Toby about the Faire, and in September 1974, Toby 
signed up to share a booth where she could sell the 
roasted nuts.

Soon after, Toby whipped up a new product, carob 
clusters, and she and Oney created the Oregon Candy 
Company. The clusters, placed for sale near the cash 
registers at natural food stores around Eugene, sold well. 
For the 1974 Christmas Fair, Toby and Oney packaged 
gift boxes of roasted nuts and carob clusters.

The next year, they decided to move to Eugene so 
Jonah could attend public school there. They accepted 
an invitation from Bill and Cindy wooten to park their 
bus in the big yard at the house the wootens rented on 

Fair Luminaries

Oney, Olem, Toby and Jonah Alves lived in this house bus near the McKenzie River when Toby started the family’s food business.

Toby’s Tofu Palace
by Suzi Prozanski, Fair Family News

© 2009 Suzi Prozanski

Toby at the 1974 Renaissance Faire.
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spices in with tofu while cooking at home.  
and then it was 1978 that we heard that the 
Country Fair was going to open up to more 
food booths. During those years they had 
what they called the ‘land rush.’”

Fair coordinators would mark the 
areas where they wanted food booths to go, 
and prospective booth folks would check 
them out on Saturday. Then on Sunday 
morning, everyone lined up at the starting 
point. Coordinators yelled “On your mark, 
get set, go!” and people ran to their favored 
booth spot. That’s when Oney and Toby 
landed the location where Toby’s Tofu Pal-
ace still operates today, next to the Odyssey 
booth and close to the main entrance then. 
“That was really good for us because a lot 
of people would hit our booth right at the 
beginning,” Toby said. “Or they’d hit it at 
the end (on their way home). So that was 
a good spot.”

The first Tofu Palace menu was rela-
tively limited. it featured Tofu Tias for 65 
cents, and a drink called the Palace Cooler 
that “was more like a root beer drink, with 
sassafras and spearmint,” Toby says. “Then 
somehow (the Palace Cooler) evolved to 
be the hibiscus, lemongrass, peppermint, 
drink that we still have today.”

in 1979, Toby joined Mary wagner as 
co-coordinator of the food booths for the 
Fair. They worked with county officials and food booths to develop 
guidelines for safe food handling under the unusual circumstances 
found at the Fair site. Toby would later serve on the Food Committee 
with the Springfield Creamery’s Sue Kesey and others for nearly three 
decades.

“The county had absolutely no rules that covered temporary res-
taurants,” Toby recalls. “There weren’t very many (outside events), except 
for things like the County Fair. we didn’t fall under those guidelines 
because we didn’t have running water, we didn’t have electricity. we had 
nothing. Basically, we had to educate George Claussen (with the Lane 
County Health Department) that we were capable of pulling this event 
off.  Thank goodness, he was really quite open-minded. He worked with 
us and he could see that even though we didn’t have running water 
and we didn’t have garbage disposals and 
all that, we were innovative enough to find 
alternative ways to make it work.”

in 1980, Oney and Toby decided to 
split up. They weren’t getting along, partly 
because Oney was more of a loner and 
Toby enjoyed being around lots of people 
and doing events like the Fair. “He didn’t 
like it,” Toby says. “it was too stressful for 
him. He just doesn’t like being around a 
lot of people.” when they split, Oney got 
the housebus, where he still resides today, 
dedicated to a simplified lifestyle.

 For the 1980 Country Fair, a friend of 
Toby and Oney, John Cameron, agreed to 
help Toby with the Tofu Palace booth, strictly 
as a business venture. “That was sort of the 
beginning of us getting together,” Toby says. 
They found they worked together well at 
that fair, fell in love, and became partners 
for the next 15 years.

also that year, Toby opened the Blair 
island restaurant in the whiteaker neigh-
borhood, investing her money from the 
candy company sale. The restaurant derived 
its name from its location — it was the only 
building on a small, triangular city block on 
Blair Boulevard, where O.U.r. Credit Union 
is located now. Toby had six partners in the 
business. “we operated on consensus and 
it was pretty nuts,” she recalls with a chuckle. The Blair island group 
also helped Toby run the Tofu Palace at the Fair.

But in the fall of 1983, even though it was doing a booming busines, 
Blair island closed its doors. Toby was pregnant, and they couldn’t find 
anyone to fill her shoes while she took maternity leave. “we tried to sell 
the restaurant,” Toby says. “we tried to hire people to take my place 

when i had maternity leave. But nobody 
really wanted to do it without me.” 

after daughter Chelsea was born, 
Toby stayed home for a while as a full-
time mom. But she needed to figure out 
a way to make an income to supplement 
John’s housepainting job. “That’s when 
i invented the Tofu Paté,” Toby recalls. 
She got her home kitchen commercially 
licensed and started selling the paté, then 
called Tofu Salad, to local health food 
stores. “Because i’d already sold the carob 
clusters in the stores, i knew a lot of the 
store owners, so it was really pretty easy 
to get in,” she says.

 Toby also had heard that the Satur-
day Market was expanding, so she applied 
in the spring of 1984 and was accepted as 
a new food booth. Between the income 
from the Saturday Market and from the 
Fair, Tofu Palace became a profitable busi-
ness for Toby and her family. and the 
Tofu Paté business got off to a zooming 
start when Safeway asked to carry the 
products in 1985.

 “as the boys got bigger, they became 
more involved,” Toby says. They started 
out in the food booth. “One of the jobs 
that has become really important, is called 
a Cooler Kid. ... They stand in the front 
and put ice in the cup, and then they put 

the drink in the cup and garnish it with mint and orange. That’s the 
way we got our boys to work. when they were young, we were always 
working. when we had the restaurant, if they wanted to see me, they 
pretty much had to come down to the restaurant.  it was only a few 
blocks away from our house. ... i just always have worked a lot. it’s part 
of who i am.”

all three of Toby’s children have come up through the ranks in the  
booth. “They worked every job. They were cooler kids at first and then 
became rollers, the people who assembled the orders, and then they 
became counter people.”  Toby’s daughter Chelsea still helps manage 
the Saturday Market booth.

 Toby’s son Jonah earned a business degree in college and then 
took on responsibilities as president of Toby’s Family Foods in 1994. 

Since then, he’s overseen a considerable 
expansion of the business, including the 
building of a new warehouse in Springfield 
and the purchase of Genesis Organic Juice 
product line.

 Toby’s other son, Olem, helps part-
time with the family business, and plays 
music professionally. Olem first learned 
to play guitar from James Thornberry, a 
dishwasher at Blair island who played in 
several bands. Olem continued to study 
music, eventually graduating from the 
University of Oregon School of Music. He 
now plays in a couple of bands and gives 
music lessons in addition to helping out 
with the family business. Olem and his 
bands have played numerous times at the 
Fair and at the Saturday Market.

The booth at the Oregon Country Fair 
has became a big family event and reunion 
for Blair island workers. “The Fair just got 
really bigger and bigger for us,” Toby says. 
“as my children got older, we would hire 
their friends. a lot of them would start at 
the Saturday Market and then they would 
work at the Fair and they would all love 
it. and then they’d all get older and it was 
like a big family affair where we had a lot 
of our kids’ friends and a lot of our friends. 

and then people that worked at the (Blair 
island) restaurant moved away to California and they come up once a 
year for the Fair.”

Over the decades, a number of traditions evolved at Tofu Palace. 
During the Fair, “the counter people always dress up,” Toby says, “and 
we try to get everybody on some theme or some color. ... One year we 
decided to make things out of duct tape. Everybody made all these wild 

Toby displays roasted nuts.

Toby’s Tofu Palace draws hungry crowds at Saturday  Market.
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head gear and costumes out of 
duct tape.  So that’s really a fun 
thing. The hard thing about our 
booth is we’re so busy. ... it’s a lot 
of pressure and we expect them 
to work really hard. ...

“another of the big things 
that we like to do is to have a 
beautiful dining room where 
people can come and sit and get 
away from it all. we always do 
a big thing with flowers and we 
have a decorator. Somebody’s 
always in charge of putting 
tapestries up. we have a couple 
boxes of things that we always 
use, but we give people a chance 
to express themselves and to 
make the booth look really 
beautiful.”

Tofu Palace workers are 
dedicated recyclers and the booth has won the Fair’s recycling award 
several times. Toby often gave the recycling Crew free tofu and coffee in 
the morning as they made their rounds, as thanks for their hard work. 

“Talk about a horrible, hard job. ... i mean, people just don’t realize. They 
have to sort everything and it’s kind of gross. we really appreciate what 
they do because it’s really hard. Everybody works hard there. Because 
of how the Fair is, there’s nothing that’s really too easy. it just takes the 
hard work of everybody.”

Toby’s family life has revolved around the Fair for three decades. 
“Everyone kind of lived for the Fair,” Toby says. “you would go out 
there for as long as you could and just basically live in this other soci-
ety where you got away from everything that you plugged into. ... as 
everybody got older and things got more conservative, hippies kind 
of had to evolve. They cut their hair because they had to get jobs. you 
know, things just changed. yet in the summer, people could always go 
back to the Fair. For us, it is our roots.”

 A special thank you to Roger D. Beck, author of “Some Turtles 
Have Nice Shells,” for sharing his photo of the Alves’s housebus 
(www.houstrucks.com). The book photos provided information 
used in this story. Other information came from the author’s in-
terview with Toby Alves and from the website of Toby’s Family 
Foods (www.tobysfamilyfoods.com). Fair Family News volunteer 
Suzi Prozanski has recently published “Fruit of the Sixties: The 
Founding of the Oregon Country Fair” (www.suzipro.com).

Toby dressed up for the Faire in 1974.
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Fired up opera at the Fair
Friday night’s extravagant production of Carl Orff’s “Carmina 

Burina” at this year’s Fair brought one of the most venerated choral 
works of the 20th century to Fairgoers. The choir of more than 50 voices, 
including members of the Portland Opera, the Eugene Concert Choir 
and the Oregon repertory Theater, came together in celebrating the 
triumph of the human spirit and the turning of fortunes’ wheel in a 
one-of-a-kind event.

 James Hook, a Fire Choir singer who has performed the work in 
concert halls in the past, said “it was one of the most memorable cho-
ral experiences i’ve had in years. Singing is not about perfection; it is 

about connection with others.” He marveled at how the audience did 
not expect such a spectacle and loved it.

The professional fire dancers made this performance of the opera 
unlike any other. Fire dancing troupes included Liquid Fire Mantra, 
Fire Groove, Flamebuoyant, and Holistic Hooping. Their choreograpy 
helped tell the story backed by live orchestration, including electronic 
keyboards, full-strength percussion and timpani.

The production was conceived and staged by Lisa Marcus; Lisa 
Mischke conducted the choir and orchestra.

Look for clips of this incredible event on youTube.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MEETING
October 5, 2009

Board members present: Diane albino, Danya ariel, John “Chewie” Burgess 
(co-facilitator), Katie Cousins, Paxton Hoag, Jack Makarchek, Deane Morrow, Joseph 
Newton (alternate), indigo ronlov (co-facilitator), anna Scott, Lawrence “LT” Tay-
lor

Not: Jon Silvermoon (alternate)
  

Agenda Review
Old Business:  Food Committee appointment is dropped; $5 Fair Family News 

subscription dropped; Policy on recording cultural resource sites (Jon) tabled; Policy 
on disturbance of cultural resource sites (Jon) tabled.  

New Business: Grrrlz rock donation request (Chewie); Procurement policy (Jon); 
Employee Benefits (Hilary); ratify the Board election; Election of Officers; Employee 
Health insurance - Medicare (Hilary)

Announcements
individual comments will be limited to 3 minutes per person. Chewie will be the 

timekeeper.  (indigo)
a Celebration of Life for wally Slocum will be held on October 11th, starting at 

5pm at the wOw Hall.  it will be a potluck so bring a dish to share.  There will be 
eulogies, stories, radar angels and wheatfields.  (norma)

HiV alliance is having a fundraising breakfast on October 30 and has asked if 
the Country Fair would sponsor a table.  There is no cost but volunteers would be 
needed for the table.  Contact norma if interested. (norma)

The next Board meeting is on November 9, 7pm at Central Presbyterian 
Church,15th & Ferry, Eugene.  (norma)

The Elmira/Oregon Country Fair Classic cross country run is October 21st and 
starts in the afternoon around 3 pm.  The start/finish is in Miss Piggy’s. (Steve)

The next meeting of the LUMP Committee is Oct 13 at 7pm at the town office. 
(Steve)

Approval of minutes
Indigo moved, Joseph seconded, to approve the minutes of the August 3rd 

meeting of the Board of Directors.  The motion passed 10-0.
Indigo moved, LT seconded, to approve the minutes of the September 14th 

meeting of the Board of Directors.  Diane asked for a correction in her statement 
under Board discussion of the Elder Helper’s motion to delete “is an official Elder” 
and to insert “gets an official Elder’s pass”.  The motion to approve the minutes as 
corrected passed 10-0.

Member input
Mark Pankratz (construction) said the next Path Planning Committee meeting is 

October 18th.
Cindy ingram said thanks for the Fair’s past support of SaSS and said that there 

is a pending request asking for Board donation support for the “Grrrlz rock” month 
long festival during November in Eugene.  Because of the timing, the event will al-
ready be underway in November when the Board considers this request.  She said 
they’ll still be hoping for our support of women in rock and roll.

Lara said her remarks are directed to Deane who made a comment last meeting 
about membership and employees that didn’t sit well with her.  She said she felt 
shocked and disappointed with how he implied staff is not a part of Fair Family and 
how the comment felt like something that might be heard in the “un-Fair” world.  
Lara said if Deane is re-elected to the Board she hopes he will think about her words 
and will change his attitude.

Jen-Lin said she is raising funds for a Culture Jam scholarship tonight by passing 
around baked snacks and an envelope for donations.  The snacks are called “apple 
clouds”, are made with alice’s wonderland apples, are non-fat and are yummy.

Diane read a motion from the June 30, 2002 Board meeting.  “any Fair participant 
who has served the Fair as staff, booth member, and/or entertainer for at least 20 
years and who is over the age of 55 is eligible for Elder status.  Elder status confers 
the eligibility to earn or purchase a camping pass to the Oregon Country Fair every 
year.  Elder status does not exempt anyone from following the Guidelines and the 
Code of Conduct of the Oregon Country Fair.  The Board of Directors requests the 
Elder Committee return to the Board with further proposals for implementing policy.  
This policy will go into effect as of the 2003 Fair.”

Deane said he does try to get along with the staff but that is not his first priority.  
He said he feels strongly that he works for the Fair Family since he is elected by the 
Fair Family and serving the Fair Family is his first priority.  He said he was surprised 
by the reaction to his comments and had no intention of hurting anyone’s feelings.

Staff Reports
Executive Director: Marcus shared information about the exit poll survey from 

this year’s Fair.  Nearly 1700 surveys were collected from ticket holders exiting the 
Fair who were asked why they were coming to the event, what they were doing there 
and how they heard about the event.  Using an e-mail follow-up with SurveyMonkey 
an additional 700 surveys were collected.  Marcus said some of the results were very 
interesting.  To the question of how they heard of the event, 64% said from friends 
or family and 34.7% simply answered they attend every year.  To the question of the 
main reason they attend the Fair, the top answer, 51%, was “people watching” and 

ambiance; the second highest was 16% who said social connections; and other re-
sponses were Main stage 5.3%, other stages 8.5%, roving performances 3.9%, edu-
cational offerings 1.5%, playing in the meadow 3.2%, food 2.6%, and crafts 7.1%.  
There were questions about who comes to the Fair in terms of lifestyle.  To the 
question about how active they are in their community, 42% said occasionally, 34% 
said moderately and 13% said very active.  Marcus indicated this information will 
help us figure out who comes and why and who is not coming and why so we can 
increase our attendance and expand our culture and philosophy.

Marcus’ report to the Board:
Operations & Administration: Volunteer Hours Survey:  Still on hold. 
Exit Poll Survey:  We are having great success with our on-line exit poll survey.  As of 

12:15pm Monday, September 18th we had a total of 1,079 completed surveys.  Of these, 696 
were collected at the fair, and 383 have been collected via the e-mail blast.  So far roughly 
3,700 of the 4,700 e-mails have been sent, which puts our response rate at 10%.  Consider-
ing we waited so long after the fair to send this e-mail blast, a 10% response rate is not too 
bad!

In future years, a similar follow-up e-mail will be sent in the days immediately follow-
ing the Fair, which will ensure the best response rate.  In this way, we will have consistent 
feedback mechanism to inform our operations.

It is my intention to have a summary of findings prepared for you by the November 
board meeting.

GMO Free Fair:  I have contacted the Food Committee about the GMO issue and 
requested their assistance in drafting language for a Board motion to transition away from 
GMO foods.  It is my hope that we can craft some language together (a motion) to bring to 
the Board that directs us to transition away from GMO’s.

What I am looking for is the Food Committee’s opinion on the issue, if the committee 
is willing to work with me toward this goal and, if so, what kind of language and process 
should we use?  Also, I think we already know that we have many in the community who 
will serve as resources for us during this transition.

Future of Fair Family Food (4-F) Initiatives  -  No more updates at this time.
Website RFP:  The RFP was opened on time and is proceeding well.  I have sent out 

over 40 direct solicitations, posted the announcement on Eugene’s Craigslist, placed an ar-
ticle in the FFN, Deane Morrow posted the announcement the Discuss List, and it remains 
on our website.

So far we have received 10 inquires for applications and have received one (1) completed 
RFP Application back.  The time line remains as it is stated below: 9/14–10/9 Collect Com-
pleted RFP’s (deadline 10/9); 10/9–10/16 Evaluation of RFP Submissions; 10/19 –10/23 
Interviews of final candidates; 10/30 Final selection likely; 11/02 Work on contract expected 
to begin.

Youth Leadership Group:  We are beginning the process of updating The Mayor’s 
Task Force; Comprehensive After-School Activities for Youth “A New Beginning” May 22, 
2000.  It was a very thorough study, and merits reviving.  Using the most recent version of 
this report sent to us by The City of Eugene, we have compiled a list of agencies participat-
ing in this study: 44 in all. 

At our last meeting on Tuesday, September 15th, we discussed the outreach materials 
we will be using to update the study: survey instrument to collect information, the cover 
letter accompanying the survey, a phone script to contact agencies, etc.   Many present vol-
unteered to contact agencies they had connections with, which represents well over ½ of all 
agencies needing to be contacted.  Through this process we will be adjusting our approach 
and outreach materials as we find successes and challenges.  We intend to continue expand-
ing our core group bringing aboard new volunteers who are committed to this cause.

Photography PR Shoot List:   By this time, most people who were offered .jpg’s in 
return for their participation in the photo shoots have received links to an on-line gallery.  
Participants have been instructed to view the photos of themselves and select the photo/s 
that they want.  At that point, they will be directly sent the .jpg’s of their choice.

Similarly, I sent out a sample gallery of photographs to the Board, BUMS, all staff, as 
well as officers with a request that everyone review the images and give specific feedback 
concerning style and content.  I have not received any feedback on the photos yet.

GOTV Fair Family (written by Heidi Doscher):  All the following numbers are 
rough, give or take a few. I kept tallies but know I forgot sometimes.  Members added to 
the roster - 1566 (765 that I put in, 801 from data entry parties).  Forms that were already 
members with new address - 43 (I think these are included in # above?)  Forms that were 
already members with bad address - 36 (We had no address, now we have a new one.)

The Excel files that we made at the data entry parties actually had about 869 names, but 
not all of them had all the info to make them eligible to vote.  Importing the Excel files to the 
Fair database was not clean and simple, about 20% of them had to be done manually because 
the person was already in the db for one reason or another.    

Forms mailed back for a signature - 16.  Forms mailed back needing more info – 11 (not 
sure how many of these were returned…).  Forms still sitting on my desk: SO’s - 26; Need 
more info about Fair affiliation - 46; Gave email only, no street address - 31; (These are the 
ones with no response to a phone or email message, if I got a response they were moved to 
another pile, usually member or SO.); Wanted the mail list only - 5; Absolute BS – 3.  I 
checked and wrote down the # of eligible voting members a few times during this process.  
8-19-09 there were 3154.  Earlier in the summer, I had noticed that there were folks that I 
knew were members, who were not on the list (like Norma and myself).  Jim was working 
on getting them back for me, approx. 1700 names had fallen off during the last database 
transition, probably due to corrupted data from the previous database incarnation.  8-23-09 
there were 4878.  8-29-09 there were 5642 (1122 had no address*).  I found a bunch in the 
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database with ‘funky date records’, they were put in as members but should not have been, my 
fault, I wasn’t clear in my communication with Jim.  9-4-09 there were 5575 (1008 had no 
address*).  9-24-09 there are 5633 (1005 with no address*)  (*Addresses are an issue, without 
one we can’t send them an annual meeting notice and the by-laws clearly state that it is the 
member’s responsibility to keep their address current with the Fair.)   Let me (Heidi) know if 
you have any questions.

Personnel: Capacity Review:  Still trying to re-initiate the process of conducting a 
capacity review of our administrative operation some time this month.  Soon, I will crack 
open the file of information I have already compiled and begin to draft a summary and recom-
mendations.  

Mileage Reimbursement:  I am still recommending that the board pass a resolution re-
placing the above statement with, ““Employees will be reimbursed at the Agreed Upon Rate, 
as determined during each year’s Budget Committee process.” 

Grievance Process Status: Still on the time line listed below in addressing Grievance 
Process: September ‘09.  Draft a cover letter to the Grievance Application document to pro-
vide more information on process; September ‘09   Reformat the Grievance Application with 
minor edits to make it clearer; September ‘09   Reformat (not edit) the Grievance Process doc-
ument so it is easier to follow;  October ‘09 Recommend a series of amendments to the Griev-
ance Process document to  insulate us from legal issues and to smooth the administration of 
the process;  October ‘09 Recommend to the board volunteers of the Grievance Process do not 
attain status as a Crew, but are instead eligible to receive trade passes to the Fair;  November 
‘09  Appoint Grievance Administrator; provide orientation of process policy;  November ‘09  
Begin recruiting the needed volunteers to create a pool of qualified mediators and arbitrators 
as required by the policy document.  

Financial, Budgets, Fund Raising: Financial Audit:  Final draft of the Financial 
Statements has been approved and Jones and Roth will be sending a “Management Letter” 
very shortly which will be a review and recommendation of our internal financial controls. 

Planned Giving Campaign:  No further motion on this yet.  I will soon be assembling 
a small ad hoc group to help draft a recommendation to create the fund mentioned above.  It 
will include representation from one of our existing philanthropy committees, budget com-
mittee and the Board.   

Public Relations, Media, Marketing: Cascade Raptor Center: As you know, the 
Cascade Raptor Center is one of our newest community partnerships for the Fair.  They will 
be assisting us with animal rescue needs during the Fair.  I requested to tour their rehabilita-
tion center and did so on September 17th and found it to be a very impressive facility! 

Committed Partners for Youth:  I attended an Open House celebration on September 
15th for CPY’s new offices in downtown Eugene.  The Mayor spoke and did a ribbon cutting 
and many other folks from youth and social services were there.

Green Lane & City of Eugene: This event was a City of Eugene led discussion on is-
sues of food and energy security.  The Mayor spoke and then people self-selected into smaller 
groups depending on the topic of their choice.  I choose to attend two smaller group discus-
sions on composting and food security. 

McKenzie River Trust:  At a prior Oregon Community Foundation event I met Joe 
Moll, Executive Director of MRT.  On September 16th he gave me a tour of their offices, shared 
much about their various programs and talked about prior conversations between the Fair 
and MRT concerning Conservation Easements.

Cascadia Wildlands:  On September 19th I attended a joint fundraiser for Cascadia 
Wildlands and the Camas Educational Network. They both presented their current cam-
paigns and projects to a small and cozy group of attendees.  

Endowment Giving Workshop (Eugene):  On September 10th Hilary and I attended a 
workshop on Endowment Giving, sponsored by the Oregon Community Foundation. 

Social Media Training: On September 22nd Norma and I attended a training organized 
by   Travel Lane County on how to maximize the uses of social media.

Endowment Giving by OCF (Portland): On September 23rd I attended an additional 
training on Endowment Giving.  

Socially Responsible Investing:  On September 24th I attended an informational ses-
sion organized by the Oregon Community Foundation concerning where and how our (the 
Fair’s) money is invested through them in socially responsible funds.  The Asset management 
company hired by OCF to manage these funds (Boston Commons ) was present to discuss 
its programs.  Their President, Geeta Aiyer, and another top officer were present to answer 
our questions.  I was impressed with their openness and willingness to share information 
about their operations as well as by their thoughtful application of screening principles and 
integrating investment strategy.

Contracts: Lease Agreement, Andy Strickland:  A new contract has been signed, 
which will come up for renewal on January 31st, 2010.  My intention in changing the con-
tract period is to synchronize this contract with our budgeting process.  This will ensure our 
budgeting process drives the cost of the lease, instead of the lease driving the budget process.  

Andy agreed to this change and has also accepted the current level of compensation from 
the Fair for leasing the Compost Barn and Storage Shed.  We will renegotiate a new annual 
contract through the budgeting process and will sign a new annual contract in January.   

Operations Manager:  Charlie said we are at the beginning of budget season and 
we are still finishing the last budget; crew budgets are due the end of this month; staff 
and operational budgets are due a month later; and we are back to a two-year budget 
cycle.  Charlie reported the Long Tom watershed Council just gave us an award for 
sustainable support for our years of contribution and support and he thanked anna 
Scott for her work with the Council and for going to pick up the award on our be-
half.  He said he and Lucy counted, one by one, the broken wristbands collected this 
Fair and there is work going on with the wristband company; they intend to make 
right for a problem they acknowledge was due to some faulty batches of product.  
Charlie said the management team met for hours on Sunday doing event debriefing 
and talking about upcoming issues and he will have a full report for the Board at the 
retreat.

Site Manager: Steve said the west Lane News ran an article about the Elmira 
High School cross country program, saying, “success or not, the highlight of the 

season will be the Elmira / Oregon Country Fair Classic which will be hosted on Oc-
tober 21st.  The team was able to receive permission to run the event on the grounds of 
the fabled Oregon Country Fair, a place draped in beauty and blessed with ancient history-” 
....remember, he said, this is on the sports page of a small town weekly!  He said 25 
schools are scheduled to participate but the eight is in recovery so the running loops 
will be outside the eight.  Steve reported the path restoration work inside the eight is 
done and some project work remains for South Park road and for the Far-Side path 
from the bridge to the Ball Field.  Steve acknowledged and thanked our ground-
skeeper, Jeff Johnson, for his work to make the grounds look very good.  Steve also 
thanked the VegManECs, andy Strickland and Jeff for their work on Sunday when 
they planted about 55 trees on the new property, aka the OutaSite Lot, to help es-
tablish a shelter band of trees along the highway boundary.  He reminded us the 
site will be open on the weekend of the annual Meeting for camping and for work 
parties on Saturday and Sunday to finish the last of the cleanup.  “Folks are invited 
to camp, vote, participate, lend a hand and to come out and take a walk but keep to 
the edges.”

Administrative Assistant: norma said FFN postal costs will be handled as a bud-
get item.  She said ballots are coming in and the Elections Committee is working 
hard to keep up with last minute absentee ballot requests.  norma and Marcus went 
to a workshop on social media, about Face Book and Twitter, and how to use those 
for organizational marketing and communications.  She said she is already involved 
in Face Book and looks forward to using it to a fuller advantage for the Fair.  The 
2010 budget forms were sent out to coordinators last week and the 2011 forms will 
go out next week by e-mail.  norma thanked the FFN staff for last month’s 16 page 
paper noting it was unusually large for September.  Joseph thanked norma for her 
efforts with the FFN.

Office assistant: robin regrets missing the meeting last month but wants to 
give a Culture Jam report now saying this was the 8th year and the most successful 
ever; there were 52 youth; and the energy levels and the ever improving skills really 
changed some lives.  robin thanked Lucy for her help this year and asked Lucy for 
her reaction to Culture Jam.  Lucy said it was spectacular, just fabulous, being able 
to be a mentor to teenagers and she wants to continue.  robin said thanks to every-
one for their support because it is spiraling outward.  One example is a Portland 
program called youth Beat Nw which uses the knowledge and methods of Culture 
Jam.  robin finished by thanking Danya for his help as a liaison between the event, 
the office and site crew.

Officer Reports
Treasurers:  Grumpy said the Budget Committee and the Financial Planning 

Committee met to work on the revenue forecast and a follow-up meeting is planned 
for October 28 to finish up the agenda.  He said the Budget Committee will be meet 
at the Fair office at 6pm every wednesday in November aexcept Thanksgiving eve, 
to do the budget process.  Budget packets are out and he asked people to adhere to 
the deadlines.  Hilary thanked all the committee members who showed up for the 
meeting and thanked norma for her help in tracking down all the various docu-
ments that provide Fair financial policy guidance.  The policy information will be 
consolidated by Leslie McCann (inventory crew, and CPa).  Grumpy said one item 
to highlight is discussions about potential ways seed some money for the Commu-
nity Center.  Hilary said coordinators should make every effort to get their packets 
back even if there is no change by getting the packet back with a note to that effect.  
Grumpy said this Fair did pretty well, thanks to the advance sales for Sunday and 
full report will be ready for the annual Meeting.

President:  Jack reminded us that this is our election time and it is a beautiful 
thing that we do and more people should vote and this year’s registration effort 
should help the process.  Jack said he wanted to thank all the candidates saying he 
has a real appreciation for what that takes - a combination of courage, strength, and 
numbness.  He said the real beauty of what we do is ending up with something that 
is not open-ended, not predictable, but is the outcome of what our members do; the 
membership expresses and the Board listens; the more that vote, the more open-
minded the outcome.

Recording Secretary:  Bill said the Board donation request log has five outstand-
ing requests and two will be discussed tonight.  The newest three are from the Tama-
rack wellness Center, the Grrrlz rock Festival, and the Multi-Cultural Storytelling 
Festival.  

Committee Reports

Path Planning Committee- Chris Browne reported:
The Committee met on September 20th at the Yurt. There were twenty three people in 

attendance including the Executive Director, Operations Manager and Site Manager.  The 
minutes from the May 17th meeting were reviewed and approved. It was announced that the 
Path Planning agenda and minutes will now be posted on the OCF web site.

The Committee again re appointed the two co-chair persons and recording secretary for 
another year as they have been doing a great job and are willing to continue to do so.

Members of the two sub committees that were to do an on-site study of the two areas 
that were initially posted for consideration gave their reports. As long as there is a good 
information channel available to keep everyone informed about what is taking place, most of 
the people spoken with were willing to consider changes. Their biggest concern was adequate 
camping to replace their present locations, should this occur in the future.

There was a written survey document posted during the fair and there have been several 
responses from fair family members sent to the Committee.  These responses have been posted 
along with the minutes on the web site. The Committee decided to place the survey document 
in the Fair Family News so that more members can see it and send in their responses.
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The Committee plans to do a detailed study of alternate camping locations that can be 
developed to aid in any future site relocations. This will be the main topic at the October 
meeting.

The next regular Path Planning meeting will be held on October 18th, at noon in the Hub 
Yurt.

Elders Committee- Chris Browne reported:
On September 23rd, the Elder’s sub-committee for Elder’s passes, met again with members 

of Budget and Management to continue working on ways to reach agreement on Elder’s pass 
issues. A proposal was worked out and will be presented to the full Elders Committee.  The 
regular Committee met at the OCF town office on September 24th, with sixteen people in at-
tendance.

Eleven applications for Elders Status were reviewed with ten of them being approved. One 
app needs further verification. This makes the number of approved Elders at this time four 
hundred and thirty two.

Final details for the elder’s retreat were worked out. Doing a review of the Elder’s fair 
projects for this year plus discussing ideas for what direction to take for the next fair are on 
the agenda. Possibility of establishing an Elder’s news letter is also on the agenda. Current 
board candidates were also invited to attend and express their views.  The usual great meals 
and entertainment are part of the program.

The Committee reviewed the proposal that was presented by the pass sub-committee and 
although there is definitely progress being made there does not appear to be a balanced and 
equitable solution to the pass problems yet. The Committee believes that the original approved 
Elder’s motion is a sound and strong motion and does not need to be reworded or replaced. 
Honoring and respecting that motion will resolve half of the Elder’s pass problem. The Com-
mittee wants to continue to work toward obtaining a quota for Elder’s Companion passes and 
thereby resolve the other half of the current pass problem.  The proposal as presented by the 
sub-committee will be presented for review at the Elder’s retreat.  

The next regular Elder’s Committee meeting will be held on October 22nd, at 7 PM at the 
OCF town office.

Elections Committee- Jen-Lin reported the October 17th annual Meeting time in 
the pamphlet is 6:30pm and the FFN calendar says 6pm.  She said the correct time is 
6:30, but early arrivals can help set up; that 850 absentee ballots were sent out as of 
last wednesday; and out of 1566 new members registered, about 800 were logged in 
and the rest required further information or had some other problem so some mail-
ings have been late.  She said the overall membership count as of September 24 is 5633 
members eligible to vote and 1005 of the members do not have an address on file.

Community Center Committee- indigo reported the committee met on September 
28.  She said Deane has resigned and John Lassen has resigned but will step into the 
process as needed when the kitchen work gets underway.  The committee decided to 
change their quorum requirement to half plus 1 which is six at the present member-
ship level of eleven.  She said a survey is being put out to the Fair Family to gather 
thoughts about wants and visions.  The online survey is at “http://www.surveymon-
key.com/s.aspx?sm=jZwrlUpwmCfyjk0wrydT6Q_3d_3d” and will run from Octo-
ber 7 to December 1.  Feedback is welcomed from the operational perspective, what 
the center would be used for within the Fair and about the needs of local community 
groups or businesses that could use and rent the facility.  Lara said indigo has worked 
hard and made a very friendly and useful survey.

Old Business

Budget items
Jack moved, Diane seconded, to add $800 to the refreshments line item.
Background:  Grumpy said an addition of about $800 would be sufficient to cover 

the costs of meals served at Board executive sessions which have been held more 
frequently this last year to review and discuss personnel and other confidential busi-
ness.

Board:  Danya asked if this was moving funds from some other line.  Grumpy said 
“no” as there are other line items that are under budget.

The motion passed 10-0.

Hilary took some time to introduce the Board to the Medicare information in the 
Board packet saying it is a pretty significant item that will be worked on this month.  
One employee has turned 65 and that changes the Health Care situation with medical 
insurance which will change to a Medicare supplement.  right now there is a high 
deductible and HSa but the HSa won’t work with Medicare.  The option presented 
is cost effective, provides good coverage, but means changes to the PPPM.  The exist-
ing package is shown along with Medicare and supplements.  its proposed the Fair 
provide the supplement.  right now the employees get insurance as a pre-tax item 
which is very cost effective.  The Medicare supplement means the employee has ac-
cess to services and prescriptions but the employee will have to pay out of pocket 
unless the Fair reimburses for the cost of the Medicare.  This payment cannot be made 
from pre-tax money so the cost includes the tax burden.  This goes outside the step 
plan by about $1600 a year, will save thousands of dollars in total insurance costs, 
will give the employee about the same coverage without the HSa and without a high 
deductable but will mean changes to the PPPM.  Chewie asked if we now have the 
possibility of providing care for a part-time employee.  Hilary said some research was 
done that shows we are not permitted by state regulation to provide the benefit for a 
reduced hours employee.

Paxton moved, Anna seconded, to accept the Revenue Projections generated by 
the long range financial planning for 2010.

Background:  Grumpy passed out a handout for the revenue projection and said 
the information goes back three years for comparison; the event brings in 95% of the 
revenue; the rest is from contributions but the contributions are not budgeted; and 

the revenue for Culture Jam is only a small part.  He said there was general discussion 
is about event fees and about changes.  Parking for oversize vehicles was discussed 
but a change was postponed until some operational issues can be worked out such 
as a camping crew to handle the work.  increased pass fees were discussed (SOP’s 
and others are $60, or $80 if late) and it was decided not to change them at this time 
even thought this fee is quite low considering the services provided.  Booth Fees were 
discussed and in light of the adversity that affected the Booths on Sunday and it was 
felt that this was not the right time to raise that fee since the Booths pay a booth fee 
plus fees for their passes.  The OCF is a relatively low cost event for the vendors and 
this fee will probably be increased in the future.

Grumpy said the daily ticket price will be increased by $2, and the three day ticket 
will stay the same but the Green ticket is part of that change.  with this change, all 
tickets will be Green tickets and will contribute $1 to the green effort with the other 
$1 going to revenue. 

He said Barter Fair fees will increase from $10, $50 and $75 to $20, $75 and $100 
which is still considered to be a nominal cost for the expenses covered by the Fair to 
support this activity.

Grumpy said commemorative sales increased by about twice this year and the 
reason is thought to be due to the products and the crew’s efforts so the budget was 
changed to reflect this year’s results.

Hilary said the Green ticket is about 4 years old and includes choices about where 
to apply the money but the drawback is the complexity of the reporting and keeping 
track.  with the change, the Fair’s commitment remains, the Board can decide how to 
dedicate the funds and the process will be easier.

Peach Gallery:  Etienne (auntie Em) M. Smith said, as a crafter, the Barter Fair 
was not profitable for her this year.  Lara Howe (recycling Crew) suggested a Board 
vote is premature because this plan has not been before the membership yet and nor-
mally the information is available a month ahead of the decision.

Board:  Joseph agreed with Lara about waiting until November to vote on the 
revenue projections so the membership could be informed of the changes before the 
Board acted and he asked for clarification about the Elders pass cost since it was not 
mentioned.  Grumpy said the Elders pass is not a revenue item and the $50 cost last 
year was probably a mistake since the motion says the cost is to be the same as other 
passes which are $60.  Deane said the cost was $50 and now it is $60 so that is an 
increase.  Katie said she thinks this budget should include contributions because a 
budget is built from actual experience and the contribution information is known and 
could be projected.  Hilary said there are two lines for the Jill Heiman Vision Fund- 
one for food voucher and cash contributions and one for the Fair match.  Grumpy said 
our past practice is to exclude these and Katie said that seems misleading because it is 
income and predictable so it should be reflected on the budget.  LT said he doesn’t see 
the point because these are donations which in turn are matched and then given away 
and they are not part of our operating budget.  anna said thanks for this information 
and the ticket restructuring is what she has had in mind for Peach Power.  She also 
said she appreciates this discussion about donations as the Board prepares to discuss 
a new donation process.  Paxton recalled the last revenue projection was presented 
earlier in the year and was passed by the Board in October so he agrees that waiting 
a month before voting on it is a good idea.  He also likes the green ticket change so 
the funding for our projects will be greater and more stable.  Diane said the pass costs 
for Energy Park and Community Village are $30 and pointed out our costs for being 
there have not been calculated and the volunteers don’t pay at all for their services.  
Jack said this should have been expressed earlier as revenue projections on budget 
issues and it’s just an omission and won’t prevent his support for the motion.

The motion passed 9-1.  (Deane opposed)

Danya moved, LT seconded, to donate $1000 to Tariro
Background:  Marilyn Moore spoke on behalf of Tariro as one of their volunteers, 

as a Fair Family member since 1985 and as a musician performing with Kudana since 
1991.  a teenager she worked with (Jennifer Piper) founded Tariro as a support or-
ganization for girls in Zimbabwe to sponsor their education and help teach original 
arts and original dance.  The proposal has two parts with $1000 total.  Half would be 
used for school fees for the girls.  The other half would support the major fundraiser 
that is held each year.

Peach Gallery:  Jen-Lin Hodgden (Community Village) offered support for this 
motion and suggested this be an annual regular donation due to the many connec-
tions with the Fair and due to its arts and education purpose.  Grumpy asked if the 
organization is registered as a non-profit and the answer was “yes”.  He asked if the 
Fair connection isn’t somewhat tangential, said this is not a local group and noted 
there are a lot of worthy causes.  Kehn “mambo” Gibson (Security) asked about past 
donations to this organization.  Jon Pincus (elder) said this is a good tradition; is 
educational so it fits with our criteria; is connected to Fair Family; and thinks the 
Zimbabwe cultural experience for our community has come about through the work 
of Shumba and Kudana.  Chris Browne asked about the difference between private 
education and government education saying he was concerned about how a govern-
ment education program might influence the education system.  Marilyn said the 
government education is simply a public education and is less costly than a private 
school but may still not be in complete operation.  Etienne asked if this is a program 
just for girls.  Marilyn said that some boys are now involved.

Board:  Joseph said our statement of purpose is about the exploration of alterna-
tive lifestyles and connecting with people throughout the world so this donation is 
within our purpose.  Danya said this donation fits with art, education and diversity 
and the fact that it is not local just means it is not local.  Deane asked the presenters 
opinion about getting on our regular annual giving list.  Jack said the mental image of 
young girls hauling water smacks of indentured servitude so because we can, there-
fore, we should help.  LT said we can look at this as an investment in our children’s 
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future; we live in one world and around the world the role of women is critical to 
culture so we need to take responsibility and we have some to spare.  Diane said 
that Shumba, at the Fair as long as she can remember, and Zimfest, from a few years 
ago, are connections.  anything we can do to help empower girls in that part of the 
world will help with some serious cultural revolution.  in africa,even the women 
who have jobs have to haul water and then build a fire.  Chewie asked if the money 
goes directly to the girls or if it is distributed.  Marilyn said the money goes directly 
to the schools.

The motion passed 10-0.

Diane moved, Chewie seconded, to donate $1000 to the Whiteaker Community 
Dinners (Thanksgiving).

Background:  Beverly Farfan spoke on behalf of the organization.  This is the 21st 
dinner and about 2500 or more people are expected.  They are hoping to have over 
300 blankets and 300 sleeping bags to give away .

Peach Gallery:  mambo expressed his support.  Grumpy said this is local and this 
is where we should be putting our money and he suggested increasing the amount 
to $2000 saying this program is our history and matches what we stand for.  Jack 
asked for a friendly amendment to increase the amount to $2000 which Diane and 
Chewie accepted.  Steve said this past year has been particularly difficult, unpleas-
ant and deadly for some of the homeless and our organization stepping forward this 
way directly counteracts the evil that is out there.

Board:   Danya said the word “socks” is floating around in the back of his head.  
Beverly said socks are still a part of the program.  Deane asked if being on an annual 
list for giving would work for them, considering the amount might not have changed.  
Steve said that we also provide radios and volunteer energy for this event.

The amended motion is to donate $2000 to the Whiteaker Community Dinners 
(Thanksgiving).

The motion passed 10-0.

Board Motions
Paxton moved, Joseph seconded, to appoint Andrew Knight (post Fair Kitchen 

crew) to the Vision Action Committee.
Peach Gallery:  Charlie said he can’t say enough good things about him - he is 

just awesome.
The motion passed 10-0.

Jack moved, Joseph seconded, the current contract of the Executive Director be 
amended to extend the terms of the contract, while maintaining probationary sta-
tus for a period of 120 days, upon acceptance of the ED.  The Board President and 
designated Board appointees are authorized to negotiate, but not execute without 
Board approval, a new contract.  During the 120 day probationary extension the 
ED will meet with the Board in Executive Session monthly and the ED will remain 
at at will employee.

The motion passed 10-0.

Deane moved, Katie seconded, that the number of Elder Companion Passes is 
set at 3/4 the number of Elder Pass Holders.

Peach Gallery:  Grumpy passed a set of handouts to the Board and then explained 
these were the three proposed motions and language that came out of the last meet-
ing between representatives of management, Elders and Budget.  He then relayed 
his recollection of the process indicating the consensus of the most recent meeting 
was not accepted by the Elders Committee and that this motion from Deane is dif-
ferent.  The meeting was attended by Chris, robert, alan, Patricia, Michael, Lucy, 
Charlie and Grumpy.  Based on the Elders Committee position, Grumpy feels some 
further meeting and collaboration is needed and this motion of Deane’s should be 
either amended or not passed.  He pointed out the Deane’s motion does not explic-
itly remove the term “helper” from the existing motion even though it does use the 
term “companion”.  Grumpy said these three motions reflect the original intent; that 
a schism is coming between the older and younger populations; and entitlement can 
be a problem.  These three motions really define the companion pass, the transition 
pass, and remove the entitlement aspect.  He said we are all equal and Deane’s mo-
tion makes an inequality based on age and should be avoided.  in the issues of the 
Fair, who is entitled to a pass is what it is all about.  Creating inequality in pass access 
is avoided with these three motions and they are what the Board really needs to do 
in this situation for the Fair and not for just one group of the Fair.  Grumpy said even 
though at some point he will apply for Elder status, he wants the Board to do what 
is right for the Fair.

wren Davidson (crafter) said she has been with the Fair for over 30 years.  She 
said the Elders idea was to recognize those who had given 20 years to the Fair; the 
party crowd was in the way of new crafters; she discovered as an Elder she can no 
longer keep her crafter status; and that was not clear at the time she applied.  She 
thought it was an honoring thing.  regarding equality, she said we don’t need to 
have the same situation for the new traffic volunteer as for the 20 year Elder.

Lucy Kingsley (inventory) said she has worked every Fair except one when she 
paid for entry and has been working on the committee to help resolve this issue.  
Companion passes at the 50% level would avoid the mess of last year over the Help-
er issue.  She said specifics are needed and necessary in order to distribute the inven-
tory properly because problems come when applicants interpret things differently 
that the crew and a good definition is important to avoid trouble.  She said she does 
not support Deane’s motion because 50% is adequate.

Mark Pankratz (construction) said he is all for the Elders but this motion is short 
and is not specific and will perpetuate the confusion so please go back and try 
again.

Chris said these motions were taken from the work sessions back to the commit-
tee and to the Elders retreat and the Elders feel that the original motion, as Diane read 
it earlier tonight, is fine and specifies the status of Elders and it stands even though 
there is some confusion about that.  He said the Board approved “helpers” but there 
was never a quota attached and Budget had to make the decision and that ran the El-
ders into a ringer and caused all the frustration.  Chris said the language of ‘”helper” 
and “companion” helps alleviate the problem and this should be resolved, at some 
level, tonight, to avoid the problems we had this year.

robert Jacobs (Elder) said he has been at the Fair a long time and has been at most 
of the meetings on this subject.  Deane’s motion says companion pass at 75% and 
Grumpy’s says 50% and that seems to be the only question to resolve.  The original 
motion says every Elder can purchase or earn a pass.  The transition question is not 
an immediate problem.  The use of “companion” rather that “helper” is more correct 
and it clarifies the purpose of the motion.  The issues are pretty well understood now 
with all this discussion.

Charlie said, having been in the middle of this at last Fair, the aspects of helper 
passes were never clearly defined and the three motions from the collaborative group 
reaffirm the original Elder motion.  The concept of Elders being able to earn or pur-
chase a pass is pretty well agreed upon but none of the rest of the obligations or 
privileges are well defined and the recent meetings are an attempt to create a way to 
manage this situation.  The per-cents are one issue, and transition passes are another 
and clarity is needed.  Charlie said Deane’s motion is very simple but shoots for the 
moon and only gives one perspective while the collaborative motion’s are more in 
the middle and give us a great point for going forward.  He feels there has been a big 
shift in one direction to add all these passes and other elements and at each step it 
becomes muddier and while we need to respect the Elders we also need operational 
tools to make it work.

Etienne, coming to the Fair since ‘72, on the Board from 99 to 2001, helped the El-
ders become an ad hoc committee.  Now, eleven years later, waking up and listening, 
she says the things said now are the same as what was said on the ad hoc committee.  
at the Elder’s retreat, the Elders are worked on all of this and they support Deane’s 
simple motion.

alan, on the committee with Charlie, Steve, Chris and Patricia, said there was 
movement and clarification and give and take and hearing and respect in a family 
sort of way.  There are still some areas to iron out but this motion has nothing to do 
with transition or compassion passes.  Helpers can be handled by aaaa so that 
won’t be a future issue and Elder helpers can be eliminated.  Some of the other mate-
rial that Steve (Grumpy) passed out will need to be dealt with at a future time.

Hilary said she has been volunteering with the Fair for 28 years and it will be 
at 32 years when she becomes eligible for Elder status.  She said she has attended 
every Board meeting for about 15 years and has a very different memory about the 
purpose for Elders.  She said people who couldn’t do their roles any more needed a 
way to stay involved with the Fair and the first motion went down because it allowed 
those getting Elder status to stay in their volunteer role.  all along, the philosophy 
and the operation of the idea has been very difficult to understand and put together.  
The existing motion that Diane read is not that clear and the meeting between Elders 
and management are vital to work this out but it seems to be bad faith when Elders 
try to go around the process.  The work of the joint body needs to be supported and 
there needs to be partnership and the Elders need to be a good example for the rest 
of the Fair.

Jen-Lin said, to muck it up a bit more, she heard that “Elder Helper’s” should also 
get a vehicle sticker?  what are the limits to getting the pass and where will all this 
new population physically fit.

Jon P said there has been good faith and diligence on this question, at meetings, 
councils, retreats and debates.  The Elders recognize there is more to these issues and 
more discussion is needed and that is why these subjects are not a part of Deane’s 
motion.  He said the real issue is what is an “Elder’s Helper” when talking about 
equality.  Most of the volunteers on crews have a 75% allocation and for late pur-
chases, a late fee applies and that should be used for Elders also.  The imbalance has 
been initiated primarily by the Budget Committee and we need to focus on this one 
motion and it should be passed because it represents equality and focus.

wren agreed with what Hilary said about making space for new volunteers for 
the Fair and said the retirement aspect was just not clear at the time.

mambo said he agrees with Jon’s ideas about equality but what causes him some 
pain is Grumpy’s phrase, referring to Deane’s motion as a scheme, which indicates 
a nefarious motive but without any proof and it just confuses the discussion.  This 
choice of phrases, and the allusion to a circumvention of process didn’t help but this 
is the second Board meeting where the dialogue is helping.

Marcus said it seems the Elders Committee is doing two things by allowing Deane 
to bring this motion while also authorizing their members to participate in the col-
laborative meetings that are trying to find some clarity for the operational needs.  The 
clarity does not exist in this motion and that is a contradiction.  He said working in 
one direction will be more effective and will help us move forward.  

Steve said he agrees with Marcus’ observation and recalled at the September 
meeting we agreed that we do have plenty of time before the next Fair to find resolu-
tion.  He said he is concerned about actions that tend to expand the event and stew-
ardship of the site shows there are limited carrying capacities; we don’t need to talk 
about limiting the number of people on site but we are drowning in vehicles and are 
running out of room so the question of vehicle stickers is important.  Steve said we 
are four generations into this grand experiment in social activism and organization 
but we need to be mindful and consider seven generations; we can’t pass on growth 
and capacity problems.

Lara asked if there is any plan to hold Board work sessions on this subject.  She 
suggested that crew SOP’s could be reduced a small percentage to help with the 
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growth and population questions.
robert said he wanted to speak to the allusion about an age defined schism and 

how that seems wrong because we are family and the older generation is helping 
the younger ones become involved in the Fair.  Speaking to Charlie and Marcus re-
garding the need to make operational decisions, there needs to be ongoing work to 
clarify but that should not prevent a decision on this motion.

Jon said the subcommittee for the Elders was not authorized to make decisions 
on behalf of the Elders but was there to explore the possibilities and regarding the 
space issue, nature will solve that for us.

Lucy wanted to clarify the difference between Elder status and actually buying a 
pass as an Elder which really means retiring from the volunteer job.

Etienne said the Elders have been here a long time so are not increasing the pop-
ulation; Deane’s motion is trying to solve some of the operational issues by making 
equality; and we need to pass this or have work sessions to get it done.

Chris said if all Elders are qualified to buy a pass, and if that is so, then we need 
to find out if companion passes are allowed, and if so, how many.  all the other de-
tails around those issues are operational and don’t need to be before the Board.  The 
Elders can work with operations and budget to work out and agree on the details.  
He asked if the Elders can have a companion type pass that does not come out of the 
Elder quota and if so, how many.

Board:  Jack said all this talk about transition, helper, and whatever future no-
tions will be at rest when we address the companion issue.  He said he doesn’t like 
the leverage about “if i’m respectful or not” and said he respects you guys (Elders) 
and if we can have this discussion with that aspect then it would be a numbers ques-
tion and if it is about equity, then it is about what you need and then we make a deci-
sion.  if you don’t need 75% then don’t come and ask for it and then put the Board 
in a position of disrespect.  in five years, if the need changes, then that is another 
day.  This should be truthful and honest and if 50% gets us through our needs now 
and for the next one or two Fairs, then why are we asking for more.  why is there a 
discussion about transitions and helpers along with companions because once this 
is done then this is a direction taken.  The numbers don’t bear out the need for the 
discussion.  The SOP motions went to 45% for SOP’s and then to 50% and then to 
75% but is was done when it was needed; honesty about this is important and the 
Elders should ask for just what is needed.

Diane said Marcus might not be clear that it was a sub-committee of the Elders 
committee that met with a sub-committee of the Budget committee and the sub-
committee’s role was to report back to the Elders committee.  So far two things 
have come out of the meetings that have not flown with the larger group.  while the 
Elders Committee would like to see things get worked out, it seems it is muddier 
than before the process started.  She said she said she still can’t get her head around 
the notion that the Elders are a part of the growing population and that is more un-
derstandable in terms of babies.  She said she supports this motion for companion 
passes.  She said she is ready to offer her support for bringing a transition pass mo-
tion to the Board when it is time.

Paxton said, to answer Marcus, the collaborative group came up with something 
the Elders did not intend and what he, as a Board member, did not intend; it was 
way off base and was rejected by the Elders.  a “helper” was originally something 
that an Elder would decide and a “companion” is a better word for that and Com-
panion Pass is good language for the intent.  Paxton said it really is a matter of 
respect because the Elders helped build this Fair and to say they can’t bring their 
companion is disrespectful.  This “Companion Pass” is simple respect for the Elder.

anna said she would not vote for this motion tonight because there is more work 
to be done.

LT said his simple inclination is to say that Elders should get SO’s just like the 
regular staff.  about equity, because on one hand we shouldn’t have a different sys-
tem for the first year traffic person than we have for the 20 year veteran but we do 
because the first year traffic person, just like the veteran, can become an Elder but 
first, they just have to live and volunteer for that 20 years.  He said in some sense 
it creates a great advantage for the younger folk.  He said deadlines and adminis-
trative issues are another matter and should be reasonable so they can work.  LT 
explained the way Elders affect population is when you extend life expectancy, you 
increase population and if people don’t die off then the population grows.  Maybe 
we should propose Country Fair Death Panels?  (not serious, all laughter).  He said 
his concern, as a consistent supported of Elders programs and access is if he doesn’t 
support this motion, then some Elder will start screaming about it and he’ll lose his 
membership support at the next Board election.  LT remembered that wayne Morse 
used to say, “…just because you support me doesn’t mean you own me.”

Chewie said he is forced to say the equity we’re dealing with here, the 75% is 
fine and we just need to go forward.  Once this is passed, then as Chris pointed out, 
it is up to management and everyone else to figure out.  Since the Elders are not of-
ficially a crew, there is some issue about the 75% and the semantics of what we are 
calling each other.  Chewie said he is not happy we are doing this a second month 
in a row.

indigo said almost everybody has been saying “to me, the Elders pass…..” which 
indicates a lot of ambiguity since it is “what i interpret it to be” and not what it is.  a 
motion like this, very simplified and without anything new is going to continue the 
ambiguity.  On population growth, she said retirement and replacement on crews is 
growth, and with the new volunteer’s SOP and adding an Elder’s companion there 
is even more addition to the population.  She feels we need to go with the numbers 
and if 50% is needed, then use that number and not an expectation.  She said she 
cannot support the motion as it stands but she does support Elders, absolutely.

Katie asked some questions of Lucy.  Did less than 50% of the Elders passes re-
quest Helper passes?  yes.  For crews entitled to 75% for SOP, does the budget show 
75%?  yes.  Do crews not use all 75%?  yes.  Katie said this means the per-cent is a 

non issue.  when Elder’s assumed they had 100%, they only used just what they 
needed and they are obviously trustworthy and will only ask for what they need.  
Katie asked for a friendly amendment to incorporate the name change so it is clear 
the “Helper Pass” is going away and is now a “Companion Pass” and Deane agreed.  
Katie asked for a friendly amendment stating the price of the Companion Pass is 
equivalent to a Significant Other Pass.  Katie said a lot of people who are thinking 
about Elder status become concerned when they learn about what they have to give 
up in order to get Elder status and then they change their mind.  Katie concluded by 
saying if you support limiting growth and limiting opportunity for younger volun-
teers to move into positions of responsibility, then vote against this motion and keep 
saying “no” to the Elders.

Danya said that after 20 years of supporting and building this Fair, Elders are a 
Significant Other - to the Fair.  Danya says he sees their place more as an SOP than 
a volunteer.  Volunteers get an SOP for their companion because they are volunteer-
ing and contributing and while a lot of Elders still are volunteering, a lot of them 
aren’t.  after 20 years, the Elder is significant to the Fair and the Fair wants them 
there.  regarding the Companion Pass, if it is at the same per-cent and is the same 
cost as an SOP, then just call it what it is, an SOP.  Danya said he would not like to 
see this motion go through because it is too short and simple and allows too much 
ambiguity.  when the question is asked if Companions get vehicle passes and the 
immediate answer is “no”, that is just an assumption.  Danya said he would like to 
see all these Elder motions come to the Board as one, truly fleshed out.  There is six 
months available to figure it out and we are giving up on collaboration because of 
the desire to have it done now.

indigo asked about the friendly amendments and Joseph asked to speak.  Joseph 
said he is disturbed because we already have one critical program about accommo-
dations but it does not come under the law, and it is just for people who need help.  
The “Companion” is about social continuity for people who have been participating.  
He thinks we should keep the “Helper” also, but by adding certain requirements and 
specifics.  The Companion pass just honors those who have been at the Fair together 
so they can continue together.

Deane said his motion is not that different than the one handed out.  The Elders 
Committee is eager to work out the issues and details and the motion just deals with 
the one subject.  He said his motion is for 75% and that right now the actual “but 
don’t quote me” is about 30%.  He said he feels that some of the Elders are holding 
back because it was called “Helper”.  with the name change he thinks we’ll probably 
need the 75%.  Deane noted that any one crafter can buy two passes and one vehicle 
sticker and that is 100%.  They are all booth passes and that’s how it is set up.  He said 
hours were spent on this about this word and that word and there is concern about 
what to do to help the young.

Katie asked if her two friendly amendments were acceptable.  Deane agreed that 
Elder’s Helper Pass should go away and change to Elder’s Companion Pass and the 
price would be equivalent to the cost of an SOP.  Katie said this is necessary to clean 
up the old motion that did not have these specifications.

a short discussion ensued about the motion language and Jack wanted to be sure 
the Companion Pass per-cent was not linked to the SOP per-cent, but only linked to 
the SOP cost.  That was affirmed and Deane read the amended motion: the previ-
ous Elder Helper Pass policy is updated and amended to state that the name is 
amended to be an Elder Companion Pass.  Only an Elder Pass Holder may apply 
for an Elder Companion Pass.  The number of Elder’s Companion Passes is to be 
75% of the number of Elders Pass Holders.  The cost of the Elders Companion Pass 
will be the same as Significant Other Passes.

The motion passed 7-3. (anna, Danya, indigo opposed)
indigo asked Paxton and Joseph if the final three old business items could be 

tabled for the next meeting.  Joseph agreed.  Paxton agreed, asking if the items could 
be addressed earlier in the agenda of the next meeting.

mambo expressed his appreciation for the way indigo and Chewie handled the 
use of a time limit in order to keep the meeting moving.

adjourn
The meeting was adjourned at 10:10 pm.  The next Board meeting will be held 

on Monday, November 9, 2009 at 7pm at Central Presbyterian Church (15th and 
Ferry).

The tentative agenda includes: ratify the Board election; Election of Officers; 
Budget issues: Employee Health insurance / Medicare (Hilary) and Employee Ben-
efits (Hilary); Tamarack donation request; Grrrlz rock donation request (Chewie); 
Multi-cultural Storytelling donation request; Policy on recording cultural resource 
sites (Jon); Policy on disturbance of cultural resource sites (Jon); Podcast Board meet-
ings (Paxton); identify potential new campgrounds and neighborhoods (Paxton); 
Endowment disbursement supplement from the rainy Day Fund (Joseph) Procure-
ment policy (Jon).

BOO!


